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Abstract
Egypt had an extremely vital role in the Eastern Mediterranean coast since the beginning of
the third millennium BC, allowing Egypt to control and impose its political and ideological
domination on the surrounding cities to obtain the products that Egypt lacked. Thus, many of
the names of the Syrian cities were mentioned in the Egyptian records, including the city and
port of Ullaza. Because of its strategic location and economic wealth, Ullaza became the
focus of the forces that competed Egypt in its domination, including the Mittani, Hittites, and
Kingdom of Amurru during the second millennium BC.
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1. Introduction
Ullaza is one of the ancient cities

Phoenician coast [9]. Bryce argues that
it is the "Late Bronze Age city on the
Levantine coast near the southern frontier
of Amurru" [10]. Misler specifies its location about 40 Km to the north of
Tripoli [11], while Sethe suggests that it
is located near the city of Tyre [2]. It
can be identified with Uzu or Uso which

that were mentioned in the Egyptian
records. For example, in the Middle Kingdom, it was found in the inscription of

Khnumhotep III(a) wATj [1], in the
Excretion texts
(IwTi) [2],
(IwATi) [3]. In the New Kingdom, it was
found in the annals of Thutmose III
(InrT, an-rA-Tw) [4], Gebel Barkal
stela (Iwn-rA-T) [5], and Asiatic list of
Thutmose III
[6]. It was repeated
nine times in Amarna letters in these
formulae URUUl-la-asaKI [7], URUUl-laaš-šeKI (EA.61:3), and URUUl-la-aš-saKI
(EA.140:19). In addition, it was found
in the texts of Seti I
IwnrT and
the records of the topographical lists of
Ramrses II in the inscriptions of Karnak,
Luxor, Ramesseum, and Nahr el-Kalb
[1, 8]. Its location is unknown. Alt and
Noth agree that it is a city on the

was found more than once in Amarna

letters [7] and Papyrus Anastasi I [12].
Albright argues that Tell Qazil lies on
the right bank of Nahr el-AbraS, 8 km
north of the mouth of the Eleutherus
[13]. Dussaud identifies it with Qalaat
er-Rus, about 25 Km, South of Ras
Shamra[14]. Gauthier suggests that it is
located near Merna River [15]. Others
consider it to be near Sumar, probably
at the mouth of the Nahr el-Barid and
near the Orthosia of the Greeks [16].
The text more precisely locates the site



on a body of water
Ns-r3-n3
(formerly misread Mrn) in Annals of
Tuthmosis III. This indicates a stream,
rather than the coast. Thus, it is logically
linked with the Eleutheros itself [17].
Smith and others believe it to be U-luzi; a harbor in Eastern Cilicia. It may
also be identical with U-ul-za-at, called
by the Hittites Ukulzat(b) or Ugulzit [18].

Phoenician coast. Additionally, it was
50 km from north Byblos [1]. It could
be compared to Artousia. It was also
located on the banks of Nahr el-Bared, 14
km north of Tripoli. It could be claimed
that the river Merna or Ns-rA-nA,
mentioned in some sources was the
name of Nahr el-Bared in ancient times,
fig. (1) [20]. Artousia is preserved in a
place called Arthusi; a maritime city of
secondary importance. It did not mint a
coin until the first century BC during
the reign of Emperor Nero [21].

Additionally, others identify it with Ullišum city that was conquered by the
Akkadian king Naram- Sin [19]. It could
be argued that Ullaza was a populated

city at least by the end of the third
millennium BC. It also had a port on the

Fig. (1) Shows map of north Phoenician coast [22]

2. The Egyptian role during the first half of the Second millennium BC
It has already been mentioned that
ever, the Egyptian mission faced many
Ullaza first appeared in the Egyptian
problems. The text states that: " [What was
records in the inscription found in Dahshur
by Khnumhotep III despite the difficulties

done was] to reach [Retjenu in order to] get
cedar of the harbor [of Ullaza]" [1]. This
text raises some questions about the
reasons why Egypt resorted to Ullaza and

that faced the scholars in handling this
inscription as it was highly fragmented.
It described an Egyptian mission led Khnumhotep - the overseer of an expedition of

did not go to the port of Byblos, the
main port, to bring cedar and the problems

sailors – to Ullaza to bring the cedar. How-

they faced.

2.1. The Egyptian transition to Ullaza
To answer the first question,
about the reasons for the Egyptian shift
to bring cedar from Ullaza and not
Byblos. In my Ph.D. study, I concluded
that the relations between Egypt and
Byblos during the first half of the 12th

xnty-S, as illustrated in Memphis inscription. It returned with the tribute including

Dynasty were dramatically strained because of the military campaign of King

tribes of Byblos. Albright describes them

great numbers of goods in ten ships.
This illustrates why the name of Byblos
was mentioned in the Excretion texts
[23]. It was clearly condemned by the
as "departed peoples". They lived in the
areas surrounding the city of Byblos [24].

Amenemhat II on the Phoenician coast


It seems that they refused the Egyptian
presence because of the previous campaign.
They also caused major problems that
led to prevent cedar’s exportation to

cities of the Phoenician coast, including
Ullaza. Until that time, it had not been
clearly mentioned in the Egyptian texts.
Memphis inscription shows the names
of unknown and questionably read cities,
such as Iwii and IAsii. Dantong assumes
that Iwii referred to Ullaza [25]. If this assumption was true, Egypt found a new
port for wood imports. This explains the
transition of Khnumhotep III to Ullaza.

Egypt, especially, they controlled the forest
areas (Hinterland) around Byblos(c). The
Egyptian texts described this area as the

key to access the "land of God", where
cedar grown. As a result, Egypt turned to
Ullaza to get cedar. During this period,
the Egyptian relations developed in the
2.2. The conflict between Byblos and Ullaza
To answer the second question that
it was not surprising that the ruler of
related to the difficulties that Khnumhotep
Byblos refused his landing in the port
III faced in his mission to Ullaza, it is
because of the campaign of Amenemhat
clear that it was unable to reach the port
II on the Phoenician coast. Thus, he
of Ullaza. He said [What was done /
asked: " What the overseer of an expedition
What. . . did] was to go down? perhaps
of sailors did [was to enter the house of
[r dpwt] "into ships? [1]. It was followed
the ruler] of Byblos, the malku ". Then, he
asked: "What is it? Are you (headed) to
by the landing-place of Byblos tA z]mA
the harbor of Ullaza?(d)" [1]. This was a
nk[b]nj [26]. This was directly caused
by a conflict between Ullaza and Byblos.
shocking reply. To investigate its reasons,
the author believes that it was not because
It seems difficult to conclude its reason
of Amenemhat's II campaign because
because the inscription was fragmented.
but it was directed to the ruler of Byblos
However, its remaining can be analyzed
in the first place but to the Bedouin
as follows: It states that the son of the
residing around. It was mainly refused
Byblite king and 100 soldiers. They
because it was originally directed to
seemed to be besieged the city to fight
Ullaza, which it was at war with Byblos
its ruler [27]. In my opinion, this number
at this time. This angered malku of
of soldiers compared to the population
Byblos. Therefore, the Egyptian comof Byblos indicated that the conflict of
mander invokes the former relations
the two cities was huge and for a serious
between Egypt and Byblos in the 12th
reason. According to some scholars, in
Dynasty. He said: "The overseer of an
the Middle Bronze Age, the inhabitants
expedition of sailor] s [said to him], "Now,
of Byblos were 1500- 2000 people
when [the elder god], the Dual King
because of the small size of the city (5-7
Sehetepibre, justified and took possession
hectares) [28]. Wastlhuber suggested that
of the two banks. [Every] foreign land
“there seemed to be a conflict between
worked for him, and the malku [of
the kingdoms of Byblos and Ullaza caused
Byblos let] us moor at Byblos" [1]. It
by the son of the Byblite king being soseems that when the malku of Byblos
mehow involved. He was either kidnapped
felt at ease of the goodwill of the Egyptian
by Ullaza or he defected to the hostile
mission, he agreed on their stay in
city" [27]. In my opinion, defecting is
Byblos in order to mediate between Byblos
more likely. This could be compared to
and Ullaza. The text also showed that
what happened in Amarna, when Ilirabix
one of the two kings- likely malku of
defected on Rib-Adda (EA.139, 140). After
Byblos- sought the assistance of the
the failure of Khnumhotep III to land in
pharaoh – either Senusret II or Senusret
the port of Ullaza, the first choice was
III – in a letter. He received a positive
to go to Byblos. He mentioned in his
answer [27].
inscription: "the landing-place of Byblos",


2.3. The Egyptian mediation
During the Old Kingdom, the

on a mission [for Byblos]."Look, it is

pharaohs sent many royal envoys in various

the ruler, the malku, has sent a word via
this ship to the Egyptian speakers at [...].

missions to Byblos. They were almost
commercial missions: (1) tA-sn [29] (2)
Nfr-sSm –Ra [30]. (3) Khui [31]. (4) Iny
[32]. The previous missions did not
face what was faced by the mission of
Khnumhotep III. It was even forced to
diplomatically intervene in the conflict
between the two cities. In this sense, the

[1]". Did diplomatic efforts to mediate
between the two cities succeed? It seemed

that the diplomatic efforts failed. So,
the text seemed to refer to an Egyptian
army dispatched overland to Lebanon
across the eastern Delta canal that was
considered the border between Egypt

political situation in the Levant apparently

and "the Asiatic's land." If this took place

changed. Khnumhotep account seemed
to depict for later periods. It could also
allude to a modification of the dynamics of
the access to this specific resource. A

under Senwosret III, as it seemed likely,
it was the same expedition, as recorded
in the stela of Khusobek. It referred to
"a miserable Retjenu" that fell to the
Egyptian army [34]. To conclude, these
were the reasons for the Egyptian
intervention in favor of Byblos:
* The city was in close contact with
Egypt throughout its history.
* It seemed that the elements that led to
the ill-Egyptian relations with Byblos
in the first half of the 12th Dynasty
they were the nomadic peoples who
threatened the interests of Egypt. It

diminished ascendancy of Egypt on Byblos

and its hinterland might prompt more
diplomatic efforts for the supply of the
product that was naturally granted in
the past [33]. But in this case, a serious
development took place in the mission
of the Egyptian envoy. Although he sent a
trade mission to bring cedar, it was
transformed into a diplomatic one. The
Egyptian delegation was sent with a
message to the king of Ullaza. The inscription states: "To the north of Ullaza
[via one of] the ships of the Egyptians
who should speak to the ruler of Ullaza
2.4. Results of the Egyptian mediation
After the war against Ullaza, the
relationship dramatically changed with
2.4.1. Golden gifts policy
The diplomatic gifts were
offered of gold instead of stone vessels
[35]. They were exclusively dedicated
2.4.2. The Egyptian title @Ait-a
The meeting of Khnumhotep
and the king of Byblos seemed to have
taken place in a time when the Byblite
rulers still used Semitic titles, such as
malku [38]. They did not designate themselves with the Egyptian HAit-a at that
time [27]. Before this case, it was clear
that there were only economic relations that
were not developed into deeper diplomatic

relations between Egypt and Byblos.


was mentioned in the execration texts
and unclear passage of Khnumhotep

stating: "for those things said by the
Asiatic Bedouin [...]" [1].
Egypt. Two results could be concluded
from the Egyptian mediation:
to the royal family in Byblos [36],
especially during the reign of King
Amenemhat III and IV [37].
The rulers of Byblos referred to themselves as malku. The Egyptians were
addressed as HQA. After the war against
Ullaza, the relationships dramatically
changed. The Byblite rulers discarded
the Semitic titles and designated themselves with the Egyptian HAit-a. In addition,
their names and titles were written in
hieroglyphs [39].

3. The Egyptian Role during the 2nd Half of the 2nd Millennium BC.
3.1. Mittani domination of Ullaza
Since the mid-sixteenth century,
When the Egyptian campaigns in Syria
Mittani was able to control many Syrian
were taken up again during the reign of
cities. It had the strongest influence in
Thutmose III, the Egyptian army had to
fight against Mittanian troops which gained
most northern and central Syria cities,
a foothold in northern Syria during the
including Aleppo, Nia, Mukishe, Qatna,
period of Egyptian inactivity [40]. They
and Tunip. During the 15th century BC,
appeared to exist in Tunip, through the
especially during the reign of the Mittani
horses and warriors that distinguished
king "Saushtatar", a contemporary of
the Mittanians, which would be part of
Tuthmosis III, the over lordship of
the Egyptian spoils. But what was the
Saushtatar of Mittani was shown by two
relation between Tunip and the Mittani
legal texts concerning lawsuits. The
over lordship of Ullaza?. In the 15th
king Mittani was mentioned as the
century BC., Ullaza entrusted the King
highest authority. It was also mentioned
"Saushtatar" because of the control of
in his treaty with "Ir Adad/Teshup" of
the king of Tunip, or it, at least, entered
Tunip. He referred to the oath sworn to
an alliance with the city of Tunip under
the king of the "Hurrian warriors"[40].
th
the protection of Mittani. One of the
The pharaohs of the early 18 dynasty
manifestations of that control was that
penetrated into Syria and established
the king of Tunip set up a military
their rule at least in the southern parts
garrison [41].
of the country and on the Syrian coast.
3.2. The Egyptian domination of Ullaza
During the reign of King Thutmose
Thus, Tuthmosis III came back under
III and after the battle of Megiddo, the
the walls of Ullaza and seized Ullaza in
land-route was opened to Syria. He
31 year: "Plunder brought from the
th
started his next (1.e. 5 ) campaign from
town of Ullaza which is on the bank of
the Akkar Plain [42]. In the year 29 of
Nsr3-n3, Commander [of the vile army
(?)] of the son of the doomed one of
his role (1476 BC.), he headed his army
Tunip". Then, the Phoenician coast became
up to the Phoenician coast. He seized
safe to Tripoli in the north. In addition,
Ullaza and Ardata, and captured all the
Tuthmosis was determined to retain control
garrison that Tunip had set up on the
over and installed a garrison in Ullaza. He
Phoenician coast. As the timing of the
supplied the port of Ullaza, according to
campaign was set to coincide with the
his annals "with everything good", incluharvest season, it shipped large quantities
ding bread, oils, incense, wine, honey,
of wheat, wine, and fruit on board of the
and all kinds of fruit. Ullaza also played
ships to Egypt. In his annals, Tuthmosis
an important role in bringing cedar to
III mentioned: "Regnal year 29. Now [His]
Egypt every year. Tuthmosis III mentiMajesty [was in Dj]ahy, destroying the
oned in his annals: "Every year, my army,
foreign lands which had rebelled against
the standing force in Ullaza, annually
him on his 5th victorious campaign.
comes [to My Majesty (?) with cedar.
Then His Majesty plundered the town
My Majesty’s forcible confiscation, throf War[e]t (Ullaza)" [17]. In next year,
ough the counsels of my father [Amunthe Egyptian army returned on board of
re] who consigned all the foreigners to
the ships docked in Byblos to attack
me." [17]. Several things could be noted in
Kadesh, Sumur, and Ardata. The king
the campaigns of Tuthmosis against Ullaza:
of Tunip took advantage of the
(1) It represented the food basket of raw
pharaoh's celebration of his first sedmaterials, e.g. bread, grains, wine, honey,
festival. He fortified Ullaza once again
and fruit to the Egyptian royal army necesand appointed his son as a commander.


sary for future campaigns [5]. (2) Until
the campaign of year 31, Thutmosis III did
not take care about the establishment of
a military garrison in Ullaza, but he

sent to the Temple of Amun in Egypt
[41]. It was the key responsible for the
supply of cedar wood. Because of the
presence of a garrison, it was the starting

point of Tuthmosis III during his 8th
campaign, fig. (2) [45]. (4) If Redford’s
restoration of the traces is correct, the
Egyptians encountered a band of Apiru
at Ullaza. This would be one of the
earliest references to these people in
Egyptian sources [17]. (5) Ullaza allied
with Tunip. Thus, it was indirectly connected to Mittani. It could be inferred
that Ullaza received support from Tunip
and Mittani, where it was among the
spoils of the Egyptian campaign in the
year 31 from Ullaza: 26 horses, and 13
chariots [46]. (6) Which confirmed the
existence of support Mittani in two
campaign against Ullaza, the number of
participants of soldiers against Egypt as
reported in the annuals?.

destroyed its fortresses. After the rebellion

of its population against the Egyptian
presence, and the entrenchment of the
son of Tunip prince in it, Tuthmosis set
up a military garrison in Ullaza. (3) It
was chosen as one of the Egyptian
garrisons in the Levant like Kumidi,
Megiddo, Beth Shan, Jaffa and Sumur
[5]. It was ruled by an employee entitled"
overseer of the foreign land" [43] because
of its important strategic location and to
ensure the stability of the ruling system.
The role of local princes in monitoring
was shown to ensure the continued
supply of goods to Egypt. Thus, it was
the duty of these garrisons to perform
their compulsory work [44]. Ullaza was
the garrison in the north responsible for
the Lebanese cedar. It cut and transported

wood to the Syrian coast, as the Royal
annals stated," Lebanon's leaders"[5].
Therefore, some scholars suggested that
the fortress built by Tuthmosis III in
Lebanon was in Ullaza. It is an assumption
because this fortress was mainly: A
military garrison, to maintain the Egyptian

The number of soldiers in Ullaza

presence in the port to secure access to

during the two camp-aigns was estimated by 821 soldiers, while that of
(Euphrates and Nahrin) under the leadership of the Mittanians 781 soldiers. They

the city at any time, and to supply Egypt
with wood from the surrounding forests. It
continued to play its role during the reign
of Tuthmosis III until the year 47.
According to the Gebel Barkal stela, an
Egyptian garrison stationed at Ullaza and

were close to the force that allowed us to
compare them, indicating the support
between Ullaza, Tunip and Mittani [47].

was involved in procuring wood to be

Figure (1) Shows Ullaza starting point of the 8th campaign [45]



3.3. Amorite domination of Ullaza
The Egyptian domination of
Ullaza continued from the time of
Thutmose III to Thutmose IV. However,
Amenhotep III's policy in neglecting
the Egyptian states in the Levant
directly caused the emergence of local
leadership and alliances, supported by

kings has done nothing"(EA.84:27-30).
Therefore, the Egyptian military sent a
campaign to Sumur. It resulted in killing
Abdi Ašrati in mysterious circumstances

(EA.101:20-30). Accordingly, Ullaza
returned to Egyptian domination. The
sons of Abdi Ašrati tried, after a period
of escape and dispersal, returning the
cities that were under the rule of their
father. This was greatly aided by the

regional forces. In addition, "Abdi Ašrati"

appeared as a strong force. He exploited
the desire of "Apiru" tribes in the
expansion and the collection of spoils
and robes. They might had common
origin [48]. Therefore, he gathered them
under his leadership, made an alliance

death of Amenhotep III, and the transition

of the throne Amenhotep IV, who
largely departed from areas of influence
in the Levant. So, they started to restore
their father's property. Their first victory
was the success of mPu-Ba-aḫ-la- a son of
Abdi Ašrati- who seized Ullaza. Hence,
Rib-Addi told Amenhotep IV: " May
the king, my lord, know that Pu-Ba-aḫla the sons of Abdi Ašrati, has occupied

with the Mittanians,(EA.60:10-15; EA.89:
21-22; EA.95:27-31) and began to build

a state at the expense of the Egyptian
states in the Levant. Because the
Egyptian administration was based on
the rule of each city through its local
chief who oversaw the Egyptian royal
commissioner, Ullaza was subject to the
royal commissioner " mPa-ḫa-na-ti" who
resided in Sumur (EA.60:10-25). Abdi
Ašrati tried to take control of Ullaza.
He asked Amenhotep III to obtain the
privileges and charges assigned to the

Ullaza "(EA.104:7-9). Then, he asked the

king to send troops: "they have taken
Ullaza. If in these circumstance you do
nothing Sumur and kill the commissioner

and the auxiliary force "(EA.104:3034). He repeated this invoice (EA.105:2224; EA.109:15-16). However, what was

strange that the inhabitants of Ullaza
joined a multi-cities alliance, under the
leadership of the sons of Abdi Ašrati,
against Byblos and the cities that were

royal Egyptian commissioner mPa-ḫa-na-ti

to protect Sumur and Ullaza, especially
in times of absence from that country
when traveling to Egypt. Thus, he sent
to Amenhotep III, saying: " there is Pa-

loyal to Egypt. Rib-Addi said: "The cities
of Ampi, šigata, Ullaza, and Arwada are at
war with me"(EA.104:40-43). Moreover,
this alliance was primarily directed against

ḫa-na-ti, my commissioner, may the king,
the sun, ask him if I do not guards Sumur

and Ullaza, when my commissioner is
on a mission of the king, the sun, then I
am the one who guards the harvest of
the grain of Sumur and all the lands for
the king, my sun, my lord, may the
king, my lord, know me and entrust me

the Egyptian garrison in Ullaza that had
to flee to Byblos. Rib-Addi mentioned:
"The Egyptian that got out of Ullaza are
now with me, but there is no grain for
them to eat "(EA.105:84-87). This strongly
indicated the activity of the Apiru among

to charge of Pa-ḫa-na-ti my commissioner"
(EA.60:20-30). It could be concluded that
Amenhotep III agreed. He dealt with these
powers freely and violated the oath,
from the point of view of Rib-Adda who
he said: "Now, indeed, Sumur, My lord's

the population of Ullaza - their early
appearance in Ullaza during the reign of
Tuthmosis III- which caused that Ullaza
population to revolt against the Egyptian

garrison. Perhaps, they were broadly
desc-ribed as wanderers [41]. Thus,
Ullaza was not temporarily under the
Egyptian domination; from Aziru to
Benteshina [40].

court and his bedchamber, has been
joined to him. He has slept in the
bedchamber of my lord, and opened the
treasure room of my lord, and yet he the


3.4. Return of Ullaza to the Egyptian domination
Ullaza remained under Amuru's
timber in the pharaoh's relief scenes
kingdom during the reign of Aziru. Thus,
[51]. In the 5th year of Ramesses II’s
it moved their subordination to rule the
reign, he took his forces up to the coast
of Sumur, re-imposing the Egyptian control
Hittites, especially after the alliance of
of Ullaza. This domination continued.
Aziru with Suppilulima I [49]. During the
th
In the 8th year campaign, his attacks on
19 Dynasty, Sity I decided to restore
Egypt's influence in the Levant, especially
Ullaza were depicted in the Ramesseum
the strategic areas and ports. In the first
beside the scenes of triumphal return to
year, he could then freely go onward
Egypt and offering the spoils to the
into the Hittite-dominated areas, attacking
Theban gods [52]. In addition, Ramses
the coastal cities of Amurru right up to
II mentioned his capture of Ullaza in his
Ullaza. He arrived after a journey of 4 days
inscription in Nahr el-Kalb [6]. Ramses II
= ca. 54 miles. Confirming its loyalty, he
and Merneptah maintained the Egyptian
consequently took over to the Egyptian
presence in Ullaza. Alt tentatively proposed
side the coastal cities north from Ullaza
that a garrison was built in Ullaza called"
such as Irqata and Sumur, Afterwards;
Merneptah Hotephirmaat [53]. Ullaza did
he sought to dominate the most important
not appear in the Egyptian sources after
buffer states. El-Saady also assumed that
the reign of Ramses II. Probably, it was
Sety I launched his attack from Ullaza
occupied by the Assyrian king Ashur-nasirdirectly to Qadesh. It took 2 days. Then,
apli II (883-859). In the recordings of the
receipt of tribute from the kings on the
he went back to Ullaza. He stayed there
Lebanese seacoast, many states in the
for a time to confirm his victory and to
land of Amurru, including a city called
crush any attempted counter-attack, partiMa-i-za were found. This name, to be
cularly as he did not march to the north
read Wa6-i-za, is most likely a dialectal
of Amurru [50]. It could be said that
form of Ullaza [22]. It was, then, ruled
during Sity I’s stay in Ullaza, he proved
by the Persians Achaemenid [54].
his renewed contact with Phoenicia, as
shown by the scene of their hewing
4. Conclusion
Ullaza was one of the important cities that appeared in the Egyptian sources. It had a
strategic port. Thus, the Egyptians were keen on maintaining control over Ullaza, especially
during the New Kingdom. It set up a garrison. Accordingly, it was the spearhead of the
Egyptian campaigns. The strategic value of Ullaza resulted in the transmission of its
dependence among the Egyptians, Mittani, Hittites, and the Amorites.

Endnotes
(a) Khnumhotep III is known to have
held a number of high administrative
titles, including vizier, chief steward
and overseer of the double granaries,

Suppiluliuma I appointed a local man,
Takibsharri as ruler of the city [10].

(c) Byblos divided into two parts: the
Acropolis populated by senior state
officials, and Hinterland populated
by peasants, who control the cedar

as well as some religious ones, though
none were connected to either Hathor
or Iunmutef, also he held the title the

forests, and then control the economy

overseer of an expedition of sailors
imi-ra mSa nqdw, dating: Senusret II
or Senusret III [1].

of Byblos, so they had an important
role during the Amarna period [55].
(d) This dialogue is very similar to the
dialogue between Wenamoun and
Zakaria Baal [56].

(b) Late Bronze Age city in Nuhashshi in
Syria, Following his conquest of
Nuhashshi c. 1340, the Hittite king
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